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100% MADE IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

LIFETIME WARRANTY
Modern Icon warrants and guarantees all 
products against defects in materials and 
workmanship with a limited lifetime warranty.

Modern Icon is dedicated to providing high-
quality products to military, law enforcement, 
and the outdoor enthusiast. Whether you 
need a K9 lead, harness, or collar, you can rest 
assured the product is thoroughly engineered 
and solidly constructed. 

Our name sake is inspired by our grandparents, 
the Greatest Generation. As we remember 
a nation that survived the great depression 
and prevailed during World War II, we see 
people that were hard-working, selfless, and 
resourceful. Not only is that generation iconic, 
but the products they made were innovative, 
durable, and dependable. Made in the USA was 
synonymous with quality that you could count 
on for years.

As the generations have passed, we are now 
a society that all too often values speed 
over accuracy, quantity over quality, and 
ease over hard work. Many of those valued 
ideals of the Greatest Generation have fallen 
by the wayside, and the consequences are 
evident. At Modern Icon, we strive to make 
quality products that our grandparents would 
be proud of—and, because of our lifetime 
guarantee, our grandchildren will still be able 
to use. It is our hope that today’s generation 
will see the people who use our products as 
the embodiment of service, selflessness, and 
sacrifice; a true and worthy modern icon.

REDEFINING THE MODERN ICON
At Modern Icon we believe less is more. Therefore, our products are purpose-built to reduce 
unnecessary features and cost. Our Series were created to easily identify the intended use of 
each product. 

OUR SERIES

DEFENDER SERIES — created specifically for Law Enforcement and those who put 
their lives on the line to protect our nation. These products have been designed to 
keep you in the fight and to be easy to manipulate when fine motor skills deteriorate 
under stress.

ADVENTURE SERIES — created for dogs, both big and small, who live active lifestyles. 
Whether your adventure is in the city or the great outdoors, these products are 
designed specifically for discerning citizens who have come to appreciate our quality 
and innovation.

OPERATOR SERIES — created for those who comprise the tip of our military spear. 
These products can be used in multiple applications, and many of these products are 
built to such exacting specifications that there are now strength rated versions for use 
as life safety anchor systems. 

We have taken decades of experience and created products that have been designed to meet the 
demanding needs of our customers. Each product has been tested and evaluated over the course 
of the last few years in the field by people we have come to know and trust in the industry for 
both their depth of knowledge and their open mindedness. While our products have been created 
to meet the needs of most customers, we know that everyone has their own preference. The 
following are features offered on our products.

PRODUCT FEATURES AND OPTIONS

K9 LEADS 

+  Color

+  Attachment Points

+  Length

+  Handle Options 

K9 COLLARS 

+  Color

+  Size 

+  Clip-in Point  

Visit www.modernicon.us for standard options and pricing. If you would like a customized product 
or options, please contact us. 

K9 HARNESSES 

+  Color

+  Size 
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2 POINT OPERATOR  SLING
This sling was designed for the Special Operations community members 
who count ounces and can’t afford the luxury of carrying gear that 
only serves one purpose. The sling easily converts from 1 to 2 point 
configuration according to the operator’s preference and load out.  
Each feature of the sling has been designed to be manipulated while  
the rifle is in use and adjustments can easily be made without having to 
look at the sling to see what your doing, allowing you to keep your eyes 
on target and your gun in the fight.

FEATURES:

+  Integrated D-Rings

+  Daisy Chain Clip In Points

+  Quick One Hand Adjustment

+  Loop Panel for ID Strip

MEASUREMENTS:

Minimum length of 33" 
Maximum length of 60"

MATERIALS:

1" Mil-Spec Tubular Webbing 
strength rated to 4,000 lbs

1" Mil-Spec Nylon Webbing 
strength rated to 1,000 lbs

1" Heavy Gauge Welded D-Rings

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Integrated D-Rings

Daisy Chain Clip In Points

Quick One Hand Adjustment

Sling Mounted to Rifle

AVAILABLE COLORS:

SLINGS 

Above: Defender Sling in black, photo by Lisa Lorbiecki

Black Coyote OD GreenWolf Gray



K9 PRODUCTS

Left: Ivy from @dxb_dogs featuring the 2" Bespoke Rigid Collar  
in coyote with black latigo leather and Patrol Harness in coyote
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SUMMIT LEAD
Our Summit Leads are built to last and designed for your active lifestyle. 
Leads come in 4ft or 6ft lengths. A large 7” long main handle is standard, 
with an optional 7" close-control handle available. Multiple layers of 
heavy duty 1” webbing are used for strength. Each Lead includes a 2” 
wide clip-in point (near the main handle) designed to be used with a 
climbing style carabiner—allowing multiple configurations to use the 
lead. The clip in point is also perfect for threading waste bags.

FEATURES:

+  Optional Close-Control Handle

+  Handle Keeper Loop

+  Heavy Duty Construction

+  2" Clip-In Point

MEASUREMENTS:

7" Handle

Available in 4ft or 6ft Lengths

MATERIALS:

1" webbing rated to 1,000 lbs

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Handle Tucked

No Handle Option

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black

Forest Green

Light Gray

Multicam Classic

Desert Tan Red Fl.  Pink

Fl.  Orange Sky Blue Multicam Black

MATERIALS:

1" webbing rated to 1,000 lbs

Inset: Bow @ strong.bow.the.gsd featuring a customized 
2" Rigid Collar in coyote

SUMMIT TAB
The 8” Summit Tab is a minimalist control option for dogs with active lifestyles in areas where you 
want to keep your dog close to you. This lead was designed to be as short as possible to avoid it 
getting caught on obstacles, yet provide a compact and convenient leash option. 

FEATURES:

+  Durable Exterior Webbing

+  Soft Interior Webbing

MEASUREMENTS:

8" Overall Length

5.5" Handle

AVAILABLE COLORS: Black

Forest Green

Light Gray

Multicam Classic

Desert Tan Red Fl.  Pink

Fl.  Orange Sky Blue Multicam Black
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SUMMIT DOUBLE SNAP LEAD
The Summit Double Snap Lead is designed for urban and outdoor 
activities. Similar to a traditional Jaeger Lead, A “floating” ring allows the 
lead to be worn around your chest or waist and provides a hands-free 
leash that is ideal for hiking and running. A variety of colors, including 
Multicam, complete the look of your tactical dog leash and match our 
Summit Collar options. An optional close-control handle can be added to 
help keep the dog at your side, but can be neatly tucked out of the way 
using an integrated elastic loop when not in use.

FEATURES:

+  Optional Close-Control Handle

+  1" Floating Ring

+  Heavy Duty Construction

+  2 Snap Configuration

MEASUREMENTS:

Optional 7" Handle

Available in 6ft or 7ft Lengths

MATERIALS:

1" webbing rated to 1,000 lbs

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Handle Tucked

No Handle Option

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black

Forest Green

Light Gray

Multicam Classic

Desert Tan Red Fl.  Pink

Fl.  Orange Sky Blue Multicam Black

MATERIALS:

3/4" BioThane® Beta 520 
webbing rated to 1,000 lbs

Inset: @ sahara_kennel featuring a leather wrapped 

2" Rigid Collar in black with chestnut essex Horween leather

COASTAL TAB
The Coastal Tab is a short BioThane® dog leash with the look and feel of leather. This synthetic 
material makes a durable, waterproof, and maintenance-free dog lead. We only use rust proof 
hardware so the lead is perfect for the water, whether at the lake or the beach.

FEATURES:

+  Waterproof

+  Maintenance-Free

MEASUREMENTS:

8" Overall Length

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black GreenWolf Gray Brown Red Fl.  Pink Fl.  Orange Blue
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COASTAL DOUBLE SNAP LEAD
The Coastal Double Snap Lead is a BioThane® dog leash with the look 
and feel of leather. Similar to a traditional Jaeger Lead, A “floating” 
ring allows the lead to be worn around your chest or waist and provides 
a hands-free leash that is ideal for hiking and running. The synthetic 
material makes a durable, waterproof, and maintenance-free dog lead. 
We only use rust proof hardware so the lead is perfect for the water, 
whether at the lake or the beach.

FEATURES:

+  Optional Close-Control Handle

+  1" Floating Ring

+  Waterproof

+  Maintenance-Free

MEASUREMENTS:

Optional 7" Handle

Available in 6ft or 7ft Lengths

MATERIALS:

3/4" BioThane® Beta 520 
webbing rated to 1,000 lbs

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Lead Clipped

No Handle Option

AVAILABLE COLORS:

COASTAL LEAD
The Coastal Lead is a BioThane® dog leash with the look and feel 
of leather. This synthetic material makes a durable, waterproof, and 
maintenance-free dog lead. We only use rust proof hardware so the 
lead is perfect for the water, whether at the lake or the beach. The leash 
comes in a wide variety of colors options and an additional close-control 
handle can be added to keep the dog by your side.

FEATURES:

+  Optional Close-Control Handle

+  Waterproof

+  Maintenance-Free

MEASUREMENTS:

7" Handle

Available in 4ft or 6ft Lengths

MATERIALS:

3/4" BioThane® Beta 520 
webbing rated to 1,000 lbs

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

No Handle Option

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black GreenWolf Gray Brown Red Fl.  Pink Fl.  Orange BlueBlack GreenWolf Gray Brown Red Fl.  Pink Fl.  Orange Blue
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RAPID DEPLOYMENT LEAD
Our Rapid Deployment Lead is an industry first; offering the handler the 
option of always having a lead attached to their dog yet never having to 
worry about it getting in their way when it’s not in use. The break away 
attachment strap allows you to then affix the lead to any commercially 
available harness or collar and does not require modifications to your 
existing gear. The red pull tab provides a quick reference point for  
where to grab and once you have decided on where to attach the lead, 
using it becomes second nature allowing you to keep your eyes on target 
and get your dog in the fight. 

FEATURES:

+  Standard Clip In Options

+  Breakaway Attachment

+  Elastic Housing

+  Quick Reference Pull Tab

MEASUREMENTS:

17" Length when Deployed

MATERIALS:

1" Mil-Spec Tubular Webbing 
rated to 4,000 lbs

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Deployed Lead

Attached to Collar

Breakaway Attachment

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black Coyote OD GreenWolf Gray

RIOT LEAD
The riot lead was designed for crowd control work. Our two handle lead 
takes our standard lead design and incorporates a second handle at 12", 
allowing the handler to keep their partner close in crowded environments 
or when around other officers. When not in use, our unique design allows 
you to tuck the extra handle into an elastic keeper. This prevents it from 
becoming a snag hazard, but still allows it to be easily deployed when 
needed.  Our integrated 1.5" clip-in points allow the handler to use  
standard climbing carabiners as emergency attachment points.

FEATURES:

+  2nd Handle at 12"

+  Tactile Response Points

+  Handle Keeper Loop

+  1.5" Clip In Points

MEASUREMENTS:

Two 7" Handles

Available in 4ft or 6ft Lengths

MATERIALS:

1" Mil-Spec tubular webbing 
rated to 4,000 lbs

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

 Second Handle in Keeper

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black Coyote OD GreenWolf Gray
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DOUBLE SNAP LEAD
The Double Snap Lead, also known as our Mobility Lead, is available is 6ft 
or 7ft lengths. The design of the lead incorporates a round snap on each 
end of the lead and a 1" “floating” ring. Similar to a traditional Jaeger 
Lead, the Double Snap Lead allows you to stay active with your dog while 
remaining hands-free. The lead is available with or without a handle. The 
optional handle is located 12" from the first snap.  
When not in use, our unique design allows you to tuck the handle into 
an elastic keeper; this prevents it from becoming a snag hazard, but still 
allows it to be easily deployed.

FEATURES:

+  Double Snaps

+  Floating Ring

+  1.5" Clip in Points

MEASUREMENTS:

Available in 6ft or 7ft Lengths

Optional 7" Handle

MATERIALS:

1" Mil-Spec Tubular Webbing 
rated to 4,000 lbs

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Optional Handle

Handle Tucked

AVAILABLE COLORS:

ESSENTIAL LEAD
The essential lead is a minimalist version of our standard lead. Using  
one ply of 1" tubular mil-spec webbing, this lead is durable and compact.  
Law Enforcement Officers love this lead because it’s small enough to stow 
easily in any pocket while still being fully functional. As a lighter weight 
version of our Standard Lead, it’s also a popular option with civilians.  
It is quick-drying, mold and mildew resistant and extremely durable.  
Our integrated 1.5" clip-in point at the clip end of the lead allows the handler 
to use a standard climbing carabiner as a backup clip-in option if desired.
 

FEATURES:

+  Lightweight Construction

+  Large Handle

+  1.5" Clip in Point

MEASUREMENTS:

7" Handle 

Available in 4ft or 6ft Lengths

MATERIALS:

1" Mil-Spec tubular webbing 
rated to 4,000 lbs

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Clipped to Ring
Black Coyote OD GreenWolf Gray

Black Coyote OD GreenWolf Gray
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Above: K9 King Cobalt @thincobaltline featuring the Tracking Harness in coyote

In grid, from left to right: (top row) Falco @falcothedutch featuring 2" Rigid Collar in black; @runningwithk9's 4 week pup 
with Bespoke 2" Rigid Collar in OD green with chestnut essex leather, Bespoke 1.5" Rigid Collar in black with chestnut essex 
leather, and Bespoke  1.5" Rigid Collar in coyote with black latigo leather; Griffin @georges_griffin in a custom Bespoke 2" 
Rigid Collar in black with black latigo leather

(second row) Zeus @zeuscamander in 1.75" Soft Collar; Reese @reese_thegsd featuring a Bespoke 2" Rigid Collar in black 
with chestnut essex leather;  Hawk @real_deal_dogtraining in 2" Rigid Collar and Tracking Harness, both in black

(third row) Nala @nala_the_vegas_mal featuring 1.5" Rigid Collar and Tracking Harness, both in black; Zephyr & Noque @
basalttamaskan in matching 2"Rigid Collars in coyote; Koba @koba.gsd featuring the 2” Rigid Collar in OD Green

(fourth row) Tracking Harness and standard lead in coyote, fresh off the production floor
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STANDARD LEAD
Our Standard Lead comes in 4ft or 6ft lengths and has a large 7" long 
handle. Utilizing heavy duty 1” mil-spec tubular webbing that’s strength 
rated to 4,000 lbs, they are quick-drying, mold and mildew resistant and 
extremely durable. Our seamless integration of tactile response points 
mark every foot and allow the handler to know by touch how many feet 
of line is between them and their partner without having to look down. 

FEATURES:

+  Heavy Duty Construction

+  Tactile Response Points

+  Large Handle

+  1.5" Clip in Points

MEASUREMENTS:

7" Handle 

Available in 4ft or 6ft Lengths

MATERIALS:

1" Mil-Spec tubular webbing 
rated to 4,000 lbs

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

AVAILABLE COLORS:

TRACKING LEAD
Our Tracking Leads come in various lengths depending on your needs. 
Utilizing heavy duty 1” Mil-Spec tubular webbing that’s strength rated 
to 4,000 lbs, the leads are quick drying, mold and mildew resistant and 
extremely durable. Our seamless integration of tactile response points 
mark regular intervals and allow the handler to know by touch how 
many feet of line is between them and their partner without having to 
look down. Our handle-less design prevents our leads from snagging 
on environmental hazards avoiding safety issues and unintentional 
corrections communicated to your partner. 

FEATURES:

+  Webbing Body

+  Tactile Response Points

+  Handle-less Design

+  1.5" Clip In Point

MEASUREMENTS:

Available in 10ft, 15ft, 20ft, 30ft 
and 50ft Lengths

MATERIALS:

1" Mil-Spec tubular webbing 
rated to 4,000 lbs

 NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

 Standard Handle-less Design

AVAILABLE COLORS: Tactile Response Points

Black Coyote OD GreenWolf Gray
Black Coyote OD GreenWolf Gray
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TACTICAL DEPLOYMENT LEAD
Our Tactical Deployment Lead (TDL) provides the operator with a reliable 
hands-free option that’s built to last and won’t get in the way or generate 
unintentional feedback to their dog. To attach the lead to the handler, we 
use a heavy duty Quick Release Snap Shackle. Instead of the standard belt 
loop system, we created a large sewn loop out of mil-spec climbing rated 
webbing. This allows the handler to simply thread the bite of webbing 
through any spot on their duty belt or through Molle on their chest rig and 
simply pass the snap shackle back through for a secure attachment point.

FEATURES:

+  Multiple Attachment Options

+  Static Lead

+  Shackle Release Tab

+  Standard Clip In Options

MEASUREMENTS:

Available in 28" or 32" Lengths

MATERIALS:

1" Mil-Spec Tubular Webbing 
rated to 4,000 lbs

Climbing Rated heavy duty 
Snap Shackle

1" Heavy gauge O-Ring

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Shackle Attached to Belt

TDL Tether

AVAILABLE COLORS:

TRAFFIC LEAD
Our 15” Traffic Lead with 7” long handle gives you total control when you need a close hold on 
your partner. Made out of durable mil-spec tubular webbing strength rated to 4,000 lbs, this lead is 
strong, compact, and made to handle the harshest working environments. 

FEATURES:

+  Heavy Duty Construction

+  Large Handle

MEASUREMENTS:

7" Handle 

15" Length

AVAILABLE COLORS:

MATERIALS:

1" Mil-Spec tubular webbing 
rated to 4,000 lbs

Above: K9 Drax @adps_k9_drax in action, featuring 2" Rigid 
Collar in coyote & the Patrol Harness in black

Black Coyote OD GreenWolf Gray

Black Coyote OD GreenWolf Gray
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WAIST LEAD
Our Waist Leads take our Standard Lead design and add a heavy gauge 
1" ring to the handle so the handler can clip it around their waist for 
quick access. Our integrated 1.5" clip-in points allow the handler to 
use standard climbing carabiners as emergency attachment points and 
incorporated tactile response points allowing the handler to know by 
touch how many feet of line is between them and their partner.

FEATURES:

+  Solid 1" O-Ring

+  Tactile Response Points

+  Large Handle

+  1.5" Clip in Points

MEASUREMENTS:

7" Handle 

Available in 34", 36", 38", 42" 
and 46" Lengths

MATERIALS:

1" Mil-Spec tubular webbing 
rated to 4,000 lbs

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Black Coyote OD Green

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Above: K9  Bulleit @lastlinecanine in the Bespoke 2" Rigid Collar 
in coyote and Rappelling Harness in black
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1" SUMMIT COLLAR 
Inspired by our heavy-duty tactical collars, the 1" Summit Collar is a lightweight collar designed for 
dogs with active lifestyles. We use lightweight but durable webbing, which is both quick drying and 
long lasting. A triple pass adjustment system allows for maximum adjustability while conserving 
space—providing more room for add-on customization. We utilize a magnetic Fidlock® buckle and 
a heavy gauge welded D ring as a secure point to clip your lead. Sizes small though extra large also 
have integrated attachment points, compatible with most collar-mounted GPS tracking modules.

FEATURES:

+  Integrated Attachment Points

+  Fidlock Magnetic Buckle

+  Metal D-Ring

+  Minimalist Design

SIZES:

Extra Small: 10-14in (25-36cm)

Small: 13-17in (33-43cm)

Medium: 16-20in (41-51cm)

Large: 19-23in (48-58cm)

MATERIALS:

1"Fidlock® Magnetic Buckle

1" Webbing rated to 1,000 lbs

Welded, Steel, D-Ring Clip-in Point

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Unclipped Buckle

Slide Adjuster

1.5" SUMMIT COLLAR 

Based off of our tried-and-true Rigid Collar platform, the 1.5" Summit Collars provide the same 
rugged appearance. Since these collars are not designed for military or police work we are able to 
keep material bulk and weight down to a minimum. The result is a collar that is perfect for every-
day activities. We use multiple layers of lightweight but durable webbing, which is both quick 
drying and long lasting. A triple pass adjustment system allows for maximum adjustability while 
conserving space. We utilize a magnetic Fidlock® buckle and a heavy gauge welded D ring as a 
secure point to clip your lead. Sizes small through extra large also have integrated attachment 
points, compatible with most collar-mounted GPS tracking modules.

SIZES:

Small: 13-17in (33-43cm)

Medium: 16-20in (41-51cm)

Large: 19-23in (48-58cm)

Extra Large: 22-26in (56-66cm 

MATERIALS:

1"Fidlock® Magnetic Buckle

1" Webbing rated to 1,000 lbs

Welded, Steel, D-Ring Clip-in Point

Unclipped Buckle

Collar Open

FEATURES:

+  Integrated Attachment Points

+  Fidlock Magnetic Buckle

+  Metal D-Ring

+  Minimalist Design

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black

Forest Green

Light Gray

Multicam Classic

Desert Tan

Red Fl.  PinkFl.  Orange Sky Blue Multicam Black

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black

Forest Green

Light Gray

Multicam Classic

Desert Tan

Red Fl.  PinkFl.  Orange Sky Blue Multicam Black
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1.5" RIGID COLLAR 
The Rigid Collar design allows the handler to use the body of the collar  
to apply pressure to the points behind the ears to manually “out” their 
dog from a bite if it becomes unresponsive to your commands. The 
narrow 1.5" collar allows more room for dogs with shorter necks or  
room for other functional collars. We use a 1" ISC Klick-Lock buckle  
in our design to provide an added measure of security preventing  
accidental un-clipping when the collar is grabbed at the buckle,  
yet still allows the collar to be quickly un-clipped in an emergency.   
A loop panel allows identification patches to be affixed. 

FEATURES:

+  1.5" Wide Rigid Body

+  1" V-Ring

+  ISC Klick-Lock Buckle

+  Loop I.D. Panel

SIZES:

Small: 13-17in (33-43cm)

Medium: 16-20in (41-51cm)

Large: 19-23in (48-58cm)

Extra Large: 22-26in (56-66cm) 

MATERIALS:

ISC 1" Klick-Lock Buckle rated to 2,600 lbs

V-Ring Clip-in Point rated to 4,000 lbs

1 1/2" Heavy Scuba Webbing

1" Mil-Spec Webbing rated to 1,000 lbs

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Unclipped Buckle

Collar Open

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black Coyote OD GreenWolf Gray

2" RIGID COLLAR 
The 2" collar provides more surface area on the dog's neck disbursing 
pressure for dogs that are pullers or perform agitation work in the collar. 
The Rigid Collar design allows the handler to use the body of the collar to 
apply pressure to the points behind the ears to manually “out” their dog 
from a bite if it becomes unresponsive to your commands. We use a 1" ISC 
Klick-Lock buckle in our design to provide an added measure of security 
preventing accidental un-clipping when the collar is grabbed at the buckle, 
yet still allows the collar to be quickly un-clipped in an emergency. A loop 
panel allows identification patches to be affixed. 

FEATURES:

+  2" Wide Rigid Body

+  1" V-Ring

+  ISC Klick-Lock Buckle

+  Loop I.D. Panel

SIZES:

Small: 13-17in (33-43cm)

Medium: 16-20in (41-51cm)

Large: 19-23in (48-58cm)

Extra Large: 22-26in (56-66cm) 

MATERIALS:

ISC 1" Klick-Lock Buckle rated to 2,600 lbs

V-Ring Clip-in Point rated to 4,000 lbs

2" Heavy Scuba Webbing

1 3/4" Mil-Spec Webbing rated to 7,000 lbs

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Unclipped Buckle

Collar Open

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black CoyoteWolf Gray
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3" RIGID COLLAR 
This huge collar is for extra large working dog breeds. The Rigid Collar 
design allows the handler to use the body of the collar to apply pressure 
to the points behind the ears to manually “out” their dog from a bite if it 
becomes unresponsive to your commands.  We use a 1.75" ISC Klick-Lock 
buckle in our design to provide an added measure of security preventing 
accidental un-clipping when the collar is grabbed at the buckle, yet still 
allows the collar to be quickly un-clipped in an emergency. A large loop 
panel allows identification patches to be affixed. 

FEATURES:

+  3" Wide Rigid Body

+  1 3/4" V-Ring

+  ISC Klick-Lock Buckle

+  Loop I.D. Panel

SIZES:

Large: 19-23in (48-58cm)

Extra Large: 22-26in (56-66cm)

Extra Extra Large: 25-29in (63-73cm) 

MATERIALS:

ISC 1 3/4" Klick-Lock Buckle rated to 4,000 lbs

V-Ring Clip-in Point rated to 6,000 lbs

Mil-Spec Scuba Webbing

1 3/4" Mil-Spec Webbing rated to 7,000 lbs

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Unclipped Buckle

Collar Open

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Above: Archer @mmkdogos in the ever impressive  
3" Rigid Collar in black, photo by @toddellisphoto

Black CoyoteWolf Gray
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1.75" SOFT COLLAR 
Designed as an alternative to traditional belt buckle style collar designs, 
our 1 3/4" wide soft collar uses a 1 3/4" ISC Klick-Lock buckle to secure 
the collar. The buckle provides an attachment point that can be quickly 
detached yet has recessed buttons that prevent accidental un-clippings 
when grabbed at the buckle by the handler or a suspect. It’s constructed 
of mil-spec 1 ¾” webbing, most commonly used in parachute harnesses, 
which is quick drying, mold and mildew resistant. As the clip-in point 
we selected a large V-Ring that can be clipped with any commercially 
available attachment option including large diameter climbing carabiners.

FEATURES:

+  Heavy Duty Mil-Spec Webbing

+  1 3/4" V-Ring

+  ISC Klick-Lock Buckle

+  Loop I.D. Panel

SIZES:

Small: 13-17in (33-43cm)

Medium: 16-20in (41-51cm)

Large: 19-23in (48-58cm)

Extra Large: 22-26in (56-66cm)

MATERIALS:

ISC 1 3/4" Klick-Lock Buckle rated to 4,000 lbs

1 3/4" Mil-Spec Webbing rated to 7,000 lbs

Tri-glide buckle rated to 3,000 lbs

V-Ring Clip-in Point rated to 6,000 lbs

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Unclipped Buckle

Collar Open

AVAILABLE COLORS:

1" SOFT COLLAR 
Using the basic design of our 1.75" Soft Collar, we’ve crafted a lighter 
weight 1" alternative. This collar has an adjustable range of 4", a smaller 
design, and a broader range of sizes. It’s a perfect solution for both 
puppies and smaller breeds alike, but can still accommodate large breed 
dogs. Made out of the same 4,000 lb rated 1" mil-spec webbing that we 
use on our Leads and Long Lines, this collar is built to last. 

FEATURES:

+  Heavy Duty Mil-Spec Webbing

+  Welded Steel D-Ring

+  Polymer Side Release Buckle

SIZES:

XXS: 7-11in (18-28cm)

XS: 10-14in (25-36cm)

S: 13-17in (33-43cm)

M: 16-20in (41-51cm)

L: 19-23in  (48-58cm)

XL: 22-26in (56-66cm)

MATERIALS:

Polymer 1" Side-Release Buckle

1" Mil-Spec Webbing rated to 4,000 lbs

Welded Steel D-Ring Clip-in Point

NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Unclipped Buckle

Collar Open

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black Coyote OD GreenWolf Gray

Black CoyoteWolf Gray
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PATROL HARNESS
Our Patrol Harness is purpose-built to handle the rigors of all day wear 
and tear. Its simple design makes it easy to use and it has everything  
you need—without unnecessary bells and whistles. It’s constructed of  
mil-spec 1 ¾” webbing, most commonly used in parachute harnesses.  
The 1 3/4" ISC Klick-Lock buckle provides a secure and redundant 
attachment point that can be quickly detached but has recessed buttons 
that prevent accidental un-clippings. Loop covered Molle on the left 
and right sides of the harness allows the handler to attach accessories, 
pouches or affix department or unit identifiers.

FEATURES:

+  Heavy Duty Mil-Spec Webbing

+  ISC Klick-Lock Buckle

+  Integrated Handle

+  Padded Chest Plate

+  Double Pass Buckles

+  Loop Covered Molle

MEASUREMENTS:

Medium Harness: 
Front Chest Strap: 24-31in (61-79cm)

Large Harness: 
Front Chest Strap: 30-35in (76-89cm)

MATERIALS:

ISC 1 3/4" Klick-Lock Buckles rated to 4,000 lbs

1 3/4"  Mil-Spec Webbing rated to 7,000 lbs

V-Ring Clip-in Points rated to 6,000 lbs

PATENT PENDING   •   NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Top View

Side View

AVAILABLE COLORS:

TRACKING HARNESS
The Tracking Harness is made of durable mil-spec materials and climbing 
rated hardware—creating the strongest, most heavy-duty, tactical dog 
harness available. Our harness design offers a greater range of motion 
and allows greater airflow than traditional K9 vests. The rear chest strap 
makes this harness perfect for tracking as the rear strap allows the dog 
to be lifted safely and prevents the dog from backing out of the harness. 
Ergonomic shoulder straps and large padded chest piece are perfect for 
bite work and training.

FEATURES:

+  Heavy Duty Mil-Spec Webbing

+  ISC Klick-Lock Buckles

+  Integrated Handle

+  Padded Chest Plate

+  Additional Supporting Straps

+  Loop Covered Molle

MEASUREMENTS:

Medium Harness: 
Front Chest Strap: 24-31in (61-79cm) 
Rear Chest Strap: 22-26in (56-66cm)

Large Harness: 
Front Chest Strap: 30-35in (76-89cm) 
Rear Chest Strap: 25-30in (64-76cm)

MATERIALS:

ISC 1 3/4" Klick-Lock Buckles rated to 4,000 lbs

1 3/4"  Mil-Spec Webbing rated to 7,000 lbs

V-Ring Clip-in Points rated to 6,000 lbs

PATENT PENDING   •   NOT RATED FOR CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION

Top View

Side View

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black Coyote Multicam Classic Multicam BlackWolf Gray Fl.  Orange Black Coyote Multicam Classic Multicam BlackWolf Gray Fl.  Orange
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RAPPELLING HARNESS
Our harness design uses the natural anatomy of the canine and extra wide 
straps to support the dog's torso as well as it's hind legs. The rear leg strap 
assembly ensures that the dog’s hind legs are properly supported to prevent 
suspension trauma during lengthy vertical applications; while allowing them 
the freedom of movement necessary for continuous ground application 
without adjustment or removal of the assembly. The rear leg strap assembly 
is completely removable, giving the handler the freedom to use the same 
harness during normal operation and still be able to attach it quickly and 
confidently because there are fewer moving parts.

FEATURES:

+  Heavy Duty Mil-Spec Webbing

+  ISC Klick-Lock Buckles

+  Integrated Handle

+  Padded Chest Plate

+  Additional Supporting Straps

+  Removable Rear Leg Straps

MEASUREMENTS:

Large Harness: 
Front Chest Strap: 30-35in (76-89cm) 
Rear Chest Strap: 25-30in (64-76cm)

MATERIALS:

ISC 1 3/4" Klick-Lock Buckles rated to 4,000 lbs

1 3/4"  Mil-Spec Webbing rated to 7,000 lbs

V-Ring Clip-in Points rated to 6,000 lbs

SEWN TO CLIMBING OR RESCUE APPLICATION STANDARDS

Black Coyote

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Above: Scarlet @saraesong featuring  the Patrol 
Harness and 1.5" Rigid Collar, both in coyote

Top View

Side View

Multicam Classic Multicam BlackWolf Gray Fl.  Orange
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REMOTE POUCH
Designed to fit the Garmin Pro series Tri-tronics remotes (Pro 70, Pro 550 
and Pro Trashbreaker), this pouch provides a secure and fully functional 
means of attaching your remote to your duty vest or belt. Our pouch 
is made out of heavy duty mil-spec webbing and is built to stand up to 
the harsh conditions of long exposure to the elements. While the pouch 
fully covers, protects, and secures your remote, it has been designed to 
properly expose the buttons and knob so you can operate your remote 
hindrance free. We provide a Molle attachment point that is easy to 
attach to a vest or belt.

FEATURES:

+  Rugged Mil-Spec Webbing

+  Secure Retention

+  Easy Button Access

+  Molle Attachment Options

MATERIALS:

Durable mil-spec webbing 
and elastic

Reverse Side

With Molle Attachment

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black Coyote OD GreenWolf Gray

COLLAR LIGHTING SYSTEM
This system provides a secure, integrated way to attach a Core Survival 
HEL-STAR 5 EXO® tactical light  to your Modern Icon Rigid Collar. We 
designed the corresponding Modern Icon light attachment pouch 
specifically for the HEL-STAR 5 EXO® and it’s made to perfectly fit our 
1.5" and 2" wide Rigid Collars. While the EXO has hook attachment built 
in, the pouch adds an additional layer of durability and security insuring 
that the light will not come off in close quarters situations. The laser cut 
pouch was designed to ensure all of the switches are accessible and all of 
the LED light modules are visible.

FEATURES:

+  5 Integrated LEDs

+  Large On-Off Switch

+  Switch for Light Colors

+  Secure Attachment Pouch

CORE SURVIVAL HEL-STAR 5 EXO® 
TACTICAL LIGHT:

Waterproof operation up to 66ft

Replaceable lithium C123 battery

POUCH MATERIALS:

Laser cut, laminated, 
1000D Cordura

Side

Light and Pouch

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black Coyote OD GreenWolf Gray
Lights On
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Above: Kuper @meika.and.kuper featuring  the Summit Tab 
in multicam and 1.5" Summit Collar in OD green

Your dog gets to rep Modern Icon gear; now it's your turn to wear the logo. 
These t-shirts are a 52% cotton / 48% polyester blend, which provides a very 
soft feel. The Modern Icon shield logo is on the left chest and the back features 
a graphic version of our company l.

Slate Blue

MI GRAPHIC T-SHIRT

MATERIALS:

Bella + Canvas 3001 shirts

52% Cotton / 48% Polyester Blend
Front

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Olive Green

Inset: Graphic T-shirt in slate blue and olive,  
photo by @middleriddle
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Don’t be left out in the cold! These hoodie pullover sweatshirts keep you nice 
and warm. Featuring a K9 integrated into the Modern Icon shield logo on the 
chest and “MODERN ICON” written on the left sleeve.

MI GRAPHIC HOODIE

MATERIALS:

7.5 oz. fleece

80% ring-spun cotton/20% polyester Side

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Inset: Graphic T-shirt in slate blue and olive,  
photo by @middleriddle

Black

MI LOGO HAT
Show the world you are a modern icon by sporting an official Modern Icon 
hat. Using Flexfit brand hats, our MI shield logo is embroidered on the 
front (emulating our harness chest pieces) and “MODERN ICON” on the 
back.

MATERIALS:

FLEXFIT 5001 Hat

98% Cotton / 2% Spandex
Back

Black

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Wolf Gray

Inset: Bow @ strong.bow.the.gsd enjoying a day in the water
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Whether you’re in Law Enforcement, the Military, Public Safety or are a Discerning Citizen (if 
you’re a contributing member of society), then to us you’re all Icons others should look up to and 
try to emulate—you are Modern Icons. These 2" x 2.5" Die Cut stickers offer you an understated 
opportunity to identify yourself as such.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Die Cut Vinyl Sticker that is Laminated to protect against scratches, UV rays, rain and haters

Measures 1.93" wide by 2.5" tall

Made of PVC for durability in any environment, these USA flag patches were customized to match 
the colors and sizes of our gear. The patches measure in at 1.5" x 2.5", which look amazing on our 
collars, but are large enough for harnesses or other gear. The patches are backed with a hook 
attachment panel.

PVC US FLAG PATCH

SPECIFICATIONS:

Made from durable PVC

Measures 1.5" x 2.5"

Hook attached on back
Thin Blue Line

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black OD GreenCoyote

Show the world what your Mal is capable of with our “I Heart My Malinois” sticker. The 6" x 2" sticker 
is printed on a clear, durable, vinyl so you can see though the break. Each sticker is laminated to 
provide superior UV resistance and scratch durability.

I HEART MY MAL STICKER

SPECIFICATIONS:

Die Cut Vinyl Sticker that is Laminated to protect against scratches, UV rays, and rain

Measures 5.94" wide by 2" tall

MI SHIELD STICKER

Inset: Tank @myleswithtank  
in the Patrol Harness in black
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On the cover: Shadow from @dxb_dogs featuring  
the 2" Rigid Collar and Patrol Harness in coyote


